is a Nash function. (Here, of course, M t and Nj are the domains of ψi and φj. Note that this condition concerns finitely many maps.) Maps of locally Nash manifolds are defined differently. Let (M, {ψi}) and (iV, {φj}) be locally Nash manifolds. A continuous map F: M-> N is called a locally Nash map if for every x € M and every codomain chart φj, there is a compatible chart ^o defined on a neighborhood of x satisfying the condition that φj o F o ψ~ι is Nash. Example: The locally Nash group map (R, +, id) -> (R, +, id)/Z is not Nash, because the inverse image of a point is an infinite discrete set. (This is typical of the way in which a locally Nash map may fail to be Nash.)
One may consider two kinds of equivalence between Nash manifolds-existence of a Nash map with a Nash inverse or existence of a locally Nash map with locally Nash inverse. Theorem 2 must be understood to refer to the second type. For compact Nash manifolds, it is easy to see that the two types of equivalence are the same, so no problem arises in connection with the main result on page 341. The arguments in the main body of the paper are valid under the correct definitions. 
